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MiMedx continue to consciously mislead 
investors, defame Viceroy and Marc 
Cohodes  
AvKare just “made it easier” for former Advanced BioHealing agents to stuff federal customers  

with MiMedx product 

Viceroy present indisputable proof that Parker H. Petit has been misleading investors and defaming Marc 

Cohodes & Viceroy.  

Mike Carlton, VP of Global Sales, was under oath giving a deposition about MiMedx’s relationship with Mid-

South Biologics, who are suing MiMedx regarding contractual issues. Parker H. Petit and MiMedx attorneys 

would have known that during the deposition, Mike Carlton said this: 

 
Figure 1 Extract from Case 2:17-cv-02028-JTF-egb   Document 43-3   Filed 12/04/17 

Interestingly, when Viceroy and Marc Cohodes echoed this statement, we were met by a barrage of lies and a 

law suit from MiMedx who want to falsely asset our reports are factually inaccurate. 

For the analysts that can find ‘no credible evidence of wrong-doing’, we recommend they review filings for all 

cases MiMedx are involved in.  

Today’s focus is on case is Mid-South Biologics LLC (Pla) Vs. MiMedx Group Inc (Def) - Reference: Case 2:17-cv-

02028-JTF-egb   Document 43-3   Filed 12/04/17. The deposition was taken on the 13th Day of October 2017.  

Parker H. Petit and Mike Carlton are advised that we have forwarded this information to the SEC. Investors 

should be aware of the lengths MiMedx will go to mislead and misinform its shareholders  

As a recap: 

Analysts who can blindly find no credible evidence of wrong-doing should seriously review Viceroy’s reports and 

MiMedx’s own documentation showing channel-stuffing, fake revenue recognition, ‘free evaluation products’, 

breaches to anti-kickback statutes and many more violations.  

As previously reported, MiMedx is being investigated by Regulators, it would be prudent for the sellside to 

conduct their own investigation instead of relying on a “binary outcome” in relation to allegations of fraud.   
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Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing 

This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements 

made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research, 

information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are 

subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, 

analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we 

research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. 

You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in 

the public domain.  

To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from 

public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered 

herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in 

everything we write; however, all such information is presented "as is," without warranty of any kind – whether express or 

implied.  

In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think 

critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to 

do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein, 

and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, 

analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.  

This document or any information herein should not be interpreted as an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation, marketing 

of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a 

recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits 

or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy. 

Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and 

educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any 

particular investment and/or strategy.  

As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a direct or indirect interest/position in all 

stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) and bonds covered herein, and therefore 

stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.  

The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an 

indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation. 
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Mike Carlton proves Parker H. Petit is misleading investors under oath 
Mike Carlton was deposed as part of case 2:17-cv-02028-JTF-egb, as MiMedx was being sued by Mid-South 

Biologics in relation to contract disputes 

Direct from Mike Carlton, MiMedx Vice President of Global Sales: 

 
Figure 2 Extract from Case 2:17-cv-02028-JTF-egb   Document 43-3   Filed 12/04/17 

 
Figure 3 Extract from Case 2:17-cv-02028-JTF-egb   Document 43-3   Filed 12/04/17 
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Let’s run through that again: 

“AvKare didn't sell the product.  They didn't do anything.  They just made it easier to sell. AvKare is just 

like Affirmative solutions.  We realized that they're bigger and have more size of the company than the 

small Affirmative Solutions.”   

“So it made it easier to do business with AvKare than with AF, but it was really our direct guys that sold 

the product.  It just made it easier to sell.  So you could argue -- all of it went through AvKare because 

we left the other relationship and moved to AvKare, but it wasn't because -- AvKare just made it easier 

to do business.  They didn't have sales guys.” 

 
Figure 4 Extract from Case 2:17-cv-02028-JTF-egb   Document 43-3   Filed 12/04/17 

 
Figure 5 Extract from Case 2:17-cv-02028-JTF-egb   Document 43-3   Filed 12/04/17 

We reiterate from our previous reports that Advanced BioHealing holds the record for 

largesty ever false claims settlement with the DOJ. 

It is remarkable that MiMedx actively sought these individuals to ‘boost’ federal sales. 
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Pete’s desperate denial of Viceroy’s and Marc Cohodes’ evidence 
MiMedx has been distributing misleading ‘short selling commentary’ statements over a period of time as an 

attempt to cover up their misconduct, something the SEC will not take a light view of. The following statements 

were put out by MiMedx. We are notifying the Georgia Bar Association of the further irregularities that GC 

Alexandra Haden condones.  

On November 11, 2017, MiMedx put out the following, entitled MiMedx Demand for Correction to Cohodes 

Report dated Nov 2, 2017. The contents of which were misleading as we shall evidence using only Mike Carlton’s 

deposition. 

 
Figure 6 MiMedx Demand for Correction to Cohodes Report dated Nov 2, 20171 

Parker H. Petit/MiMedx responded: This is another Cohodes Lie.  

It is a factual statement that MiMedx circumvented AvKare to sell directly to federal 

customer, per the deposition of Mike Carlton (MiMedx Vice President of Global Sales) 

on Oct 2017. Just two weeks before. 

For those following, on November 14, 2017, Parker H. Petit and MiMedx made the following misleading 

statements to their investors. 

                                                                 
1 https://mimedx.app.box.com/s/z6tybx6yi4d7p5mug7z6u6bljp520gqt  

https://mimedx.app.box.com/s/z6tybx6yi4d7p5mug7z6u6bljp520gqt
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Figure 7 MiMedx Addresses Viceroy #15 Item 9 2 

“MiMedx completely circumvented AvKare during throughout their relationship. AvKare 

had no role to play beyond providing MiMedx an FSS number.  At no point is an AvKare 

representative present in any sourced business discussion – even when discussing the 

transition of suppliers to MiMedx from AvKare for the VA facility 

Summary  
Shareholders should seriously consider the instant dismissal of Parker Petit and an immediate external and 

independent investigation of MiMedx’s affairs. MiMedx cannot dispute the testimony made under oath by Mike 

Carlton  Vice President of Global sales.  

Viceroy are currently compiling a dossier for the auditors and will be reminding them of their duties. 

MiMedx misleading statements will eventually cause financial losses for investors. 

Viceroy are notifying the SEC of the blatant inaccuracies on the MiMedx short selling commentary.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
2 https://mimedx.app.box.com/s/ik47rmglfratzbbn38babpmhp4li12sd   

https://mimedx.app.box.com/s/ik47rmglfratzbbn38babpmhp4li12sd

